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ABSTRACT:
The As-Built Model cannot be considered as a simple three-dimensional mould of the studied reality but as a process of analysis,
synthesis and communication of architectural complexity including, in addition to geometric-dimensional aspects, also the historical,
aesthetic and architectural features of the building.
Consequently, the transparency and reliability issues of the digital visualization constitutes, as well as for the field of archaeology, a
matter of primary importance in the modelling of cultural heritage.
The increasing interest of scholars in the application of Building Information Modelling (BIM) to historical buildings has renewed the
problems related to the reliability of the As-built, related not only to the relationship between the model and the measure, but also to
the other information, for example the constructive technologies.
Based on the survey and modelling of some case studies, the paper's aim is to define a reference standard for the reliability declaration
of the As-Built HBIM models, which considers both the geometric and information aspects.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the case of historical architecture, the concept of "As-Built"
model, often limited to geometric-dimensional aspects, cannot
fail to take account historical, material, constructional
characteristics, degradation, etc.
All these aspects are the result of critical study processes,
referring to non-homogeneous sources, direct and indirect
(diagnostics, archival documentation, etc.), for each of them it is
appropriate to indicate an "interpretative" level of the information
derived from the available data.
The issue of the model’s "Transparency" becomes essential,
understood as the declaration of the information sources and the
possibility of philological reconstruction of the choices made for
the realization of the As-Built model (The London Charter, 2009;
Principles of Sevilla, 2012).
The principle of transparency has been widely developed in the
archaeological field, where the digital reconstruction of artefacts,
in their ancient configuration, is largely based on indirect
information, comparative analysis, interpretative hypothesis
(Brusaporci, 2017a).
Also of critical importance is the theme of "Reliability" of the
model compared to the reality.
It is usually interpreted as a deviation of the model compared to
the point cloud, but the concept can also be extended to other
information content (De Luca, 2011; Apollonio, 2015;
Brusaporci, 2017b) (Figure 1).
Building Information Modelling, as an informative procedure
specifically dedicated to architecture, allows the management of
data that go beyond the only geometric-dimensional aspect.
In its application to the built heritage – theme still widely open
(Bianchini et al., 2017) -, the Building Information Modelling
highlights the problems of reliability, related not only to the
relationship between the model and the measure (Apollonio et al.
2013; Quattrini et al. 2016), but also to the other information such
as the constructive technologies (Brusaporci et al. 2018).
The paper deals with the transparency and reliability issues for
the architectural heritage modelling within the BIM environment.
In particular, on the basis of the survey and modelling of some
case studies, the paper's aim is to define a reference standard for
the reliability declaration of the As-Built HBIM models.

Figure 1: The model’s reliability is the synergy of the geometric
accuracy (LoA) and the quality of information sources (LoQ).

2. TRANSPARENCY AND RELIABILITY
Among the sectors involved in the built heritage, archaeology
first investigated digital visualization as a research methodology,
putting the philological interpretation issue of the reconstructive
models of artefacts no longer existing and reconstructed on the
basis of partial archaeological findings, news literary studies,
typological studies (Frischer, 2008; Greengrass and
Hughes,2008).
In the modelling and digital visualizations of the built heritage,
the concept of "transparency" of the virtual reconstruction
becomes central.
Basically developed by archaeology scholars, although generally
referring to computer based visualization, essential reference for
the definition and understanding of transparency is The London
Charter (2009). Subsequently, Principles of Sevilla (2012) were
written specifically for the archaeological field.
The London Charter defines “Intellectual transparency” as: “The
provision of information, presented in any medium or format, to
allow users to understand the nature and scope of “knowledge
claim” made by a computer-based visualization outcome” (p.12).
The Principles of Seville, introducing the "Scientific
Transparency", they state that: “All computer-based visualization
must be essentially transparent, i.e. testable by other researchers
or professionals, since the validity, and therefore the scope, of the
conclusions produced by such visualization will depend largely
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Figure 2: Evaluation of the Level of Accuracy (LoA): deviation
between the point cloud and the model of a portion of San
Pellegrino church’s vault in Bominaco (L’Aquila) (13th century).

on the ability of others to confirm or refute the results obtained”
(p.8).
A fundamental tool for achieving transparency is the paradata,
defined by The London Charter as “Information about human
processes of understanding and interpretation of data objects.
Examples of paradata include descriptions stored within a
structured database of how evidence was used to interpret an
artefact, or a comment on methodological premises within a
research publication. It is closely related, but somewhat different
in emphasis, to “contextual metadata”, which tend to
communicate interpretations of an artefact or collection, rather
than the process through which one or more artefacts were
processed or interpreted” (p. 13).
In particular “Paradata may be seen as a digital equivalent to
“scholia”, as well as an addition to the traditional critical
apparatus for describing the process of reasoning in scholarly
research” (Bentkowska-Kafel et al.,2012) (p.2).
Paradata is a kind of metadata focused on the use of data, «but
the big difference to keep in mind is that paradata involves
“action” and traditional metadata involves “classification” (US
Department of Education, 2011) (p1).
Paradata is not only about the use of metadata, but also describes
the transformation of data during the digital reconstruction
process.
Certainly, the extension of the concept of transparency from the
field of archaeology to that of architecture requires specific
reflections (Brusaporci and Trizio, 2013).
Historic buildings have different characteristics compared to
other types of built heritage, both in terms of the material,
historical, constructive, technological aspects and the
documentation available. Moreover, they are buildings that are
mostly used daily, subject to processes of modification and
stratification over the centuries, witnesses of the cultures that
have followed one another over time.

Every architectural representation, both of the current state of a
building and of a past configuration or of a never realized one,
constitutes an interpretation, the result of a critical reading made
by the scholar.
The As-Built Model, therefore, is not to be taken as a simple
three-dimensional mould of the investigated reality, but as a
process of analysis, synthesis and communication of architectural
complexity, including, beyond the geometric-dimensional
aspects, also the historical, aesthetic and architectural features of
the artefact.
Consequently, the subject of the transparency of digital
visualization constitutes, as well as for the field of archaeology,
a issue of primary importance.
The importance of the transparency and reliability issues in the
field of architectural heritage modelling has led to the
development of interesting studies, mainly focused on the
procedures for declaring the level of reliability of the
representation in relation to the type of source used.
Borra (2014), considering the 3D model as an interface to
communicate the work methodology, proposes four levels of
coherence of the model’s shape: The reliability according to
“objective” data (also derived from documental information);
The reliability according constructive analysis; The coherence to
architectural styles; Interpretative hypothesis. Another question
is about the comparison between the representation of different
reconstructive hypothesis. This highlights the interpretative
nature of 3D model.
Stefani et al. (2010) focus on temporal uncertainty of historical
transformations of the building. Semantization and model’s
“granularity” allow the representation of spatial and temporal
uncertainly, according to simultaneous windows with 3D views,
graphs and datasets.
De Luca et al. (2011) propose geometric elements distinguished
by colour tones concerning spatial (shape or position) and
temporal uncertainly (dating). About building transformations,
authors describe changes with graphic notations (creation,
destruction, alteration, union, division, reconstruction), related to
historical visualizations. About geometric restitutions, four levels
of reconstruction are defined: 1) based on surveying data; 2)
based on images in conic or cylindrical projection; 3) based on
images in pseudo-perspective, pseudo-axonometry or sketches;
4) without iconographic support or survey data.
Apollonio et al. (2013) deal with the issue of “uncertainly” of 3D
models of no longer existing or never realized building. They
propose an uncertainty gradient colour code, referred to the kind
of information source: Original drawing; Original sketch; Coeval
design reference; Architect’s treaties or books; Treaties
references; Architectural styles; Construction system; Failing
references. It’s evident that this approach is related to the
characteristics of the case study: i.e. only planned villas, not
existing.
Considering different kinds of architectural heritage, in
Apollonio e Giovannini (2015), reliability is defined through a
gradient colour scale related to the different sources: Laser
scanning survey; Original drawings; Original sketches and
uncomplete survey drawings; Coeval design reference (same
architect and way of representation); Data deducted from
previous levels; Failing references.
In order to ensure the transparency of digital visualization,
Brusaporci (2017b) considers the declaration of the sources on
which the construction of the model is based, both architecturally
and constructively, and the description of their critical
interpretation (extrinsic paradata) to be fundamental. This is
combined with the importance of the information regarding the
modelling process from an instrumental point of view (intrinsic
paradata).
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In order to guarantee the scientific rigor and transparency of the
interpretative processes of architectural heritage in BIM
environment, Bianchini et al. (2018) introduce the Level of
Reliability (LOR) as a new attribute in support of digital objects.
This parameter, with a value between 0 and 10, is the result of
the average of the various factors that can affect both the
element’s geometric reliability and the ontological
correspondence between the virtual object and the real one.
For a more immediate declaration of the model’s reliability,
moreover, the numerical scale of the LOR is translated into a
simplified chromatic scale, with only three levels of reliability
(high, medium and low).
Finally, Brumana et al. (2018) define modelling protocols, called
"Grades of Generation" (GoGs), aimed at obtaining a Level of
Geometry -in reference to the subdivision of the LoD in LOG and
LOI made by the UNI 11337 - coherent to the accuracy obtained
from the survey.

non-graphic ones (level of object development - information
attributes (LOI)).
If the declaration of tools, use, modelling process, etc., is an
essential aspect for the transparency of each digital visualization,
this assumes an even more marked value in the case of BIM, an
approach that, designed for the project of the new buildings, is
still failing to fully meet the specific needs of architectural
heritage.
The difficulties in reconciling the use of standardized libraries
with complex and unique architectural elements, not included in
the current software (for example vaults, irregular masonry walls,
etc.), requires the adoption of specific and solutions (Oreni et al.,
2014), whose declaration is of fundamental importance for the
transparency of the process of interpretation and representation.

Figure 3: The deviation analysis of a window of St. Basilio
monastery in L’Aquila (19th century) for the Level of Accuracy
(LoA) evaluation.

3. HBIM AND AS-BUILT
The potential offered by BIM in the management of processes
related to new buildings, are also of great interest for the specific
needs of the architectural heritage, despite the inherent
difficulties of extending the BIM approach to historic buildings.
Hence the wide diffusion of studies dedicated to it (Murphy et
al., 2011; Apollonio et al., 2012; Garagnani, 2013; Dore and
Murphy, 2015).
The modelling in the BIM environment, specifically designed for
architecture, is based on the use of semantically recognized 3D
objects that, in addition to their geometric characteristics, contain
all the aspects that distinguish the real architectural element,
including the construction technologies.
It is evident, therefore, especially to BIM, the issues of
transparency and reliability of digital visualization can not stop
at the geometric-dimensional component but must include all the
aspects regarding the knowledge of a historical building.
Therefore, the theme of deviation, intended as the difference
between the model and the real object represented by the point
cloud, is accompanied by reflections related to the other
information content of the model (Figure 2).
In this respect, it is recalled the recent UNI 113337 standard:
according to the English system (PAS 1192-2 of 2013) and the
American system (BIMForum), the LODs are defined on the
basis of both the levels of development of the graphic attributes
(level of object development - geometric attributes (LOG)) and

Figure 4: The model of a vault of Palazzo Camponeschi in
L’Aquila (17th century) and the sources of information for the
modelling of its construction technologies: example of Level of
Quality (LoQ).
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Figure 5: Level of Accuracy (LoA) of the model of St. Basilio’s
window: High LoA, that is 70% of the model has a deviation less
than 20 mm, and 30% with a deviation less than 50 mm

4. A PROPOSAL OF STANDARDIZATION
In view of the dual nature of the BIM (model and database) and
the subdivision of the "Level of Development of the object"
(LoD) in LOG (Level of Development of the object GEOMETRIC ATTRIBUTES) and LOI (Level of Development
of the object - INFORMATION ATTRIBUTES), made by the
UNI 11337: 2017 standard, a double level of reliability is
proposed for digital objects:
• Level of Accuracy (LoA), relating to the geometric
accuracy, measured as deviation (Figure 3);
• Level of Quality (LoQ), concerning the information
content associated with the single element (Figure 4).
The two levels, together, measure the reliability of the
architectural element model (Level of Reliability - LoR).
BIM is not provided for paradata, however its dual value of
graphic representation, on the one hand, and informative content,
on the other, can be exploited to record and communicate data,
information and interpretative choices that underlie the
modelling.
In particular, the possibility of storing and managing a large
quantity of heterogeneous data offered by BIM can be used to
link to the different components of the model the documents
(images, surveys, historical photos, etc.) that have led to their
construction. to declare the informative framework underlying
the modelling of the historical building.
Since attributing to the whole model a single LoR, result of the
average of the individual levels, would indiscriminately
accumulate objects characterized by an abundant availability of
information to elements characterized by rather incomplete
knowledge, it is considered appropriate to refer the Level of
Reliability to the individual semantic components.
The evaluation of the deviation between the building model and
the high resolution detail provided by the massive 3D acquisition
systems has different connotations according to the type of
virtual reconstruction. This is because the modelling and,
therefore, its reliability is strictly dependent on the objectives, as
also happens in the architectural survey. The same connection
with the purposes is found in the reliability of not geometricdimensional information.
Beyond the modelling purposes, the definition of reliability range
must take into account two other factors: the characteristics of the

historical building, because a greater geometric and architectural
complexity directly affects the construction of the model and the
reliability of its components; the Level of Development of the
model.
Just like the survey is linked to the scale of representation, in fact,
modelling depends on the level of definition to be achieved.
The different degree of infographic definition of the model
entails a different level of reliability: with the same information
available on a historical building, the reliability of the model is
greater for a non-advanced geometric and informative detail, i.e.
for a lower level of development. As the LOG and LOI progress,
the model's level of reliability decreases if there is not a
corresponding increase in geometrical accuracy, data and
information to support the creation of digital elements.
Based on the analysis of some case studies, we propose a
standardization of the reliability statement - understood as the
synergy of LoA and LoQ - according to three different levels:
high, medium, low.
As regards the geometric reliability (LoA), moving from the
comparison between the models’ accuracy and the point clouds’
detail, three levels have been established corresponding to three
deviation ranges relative to percentages of the model’s surface
(Figure 5). In particular, on the basis of experimentations carried
out and also with reference to the study by Brumana et al. (2018)
and to the definition degree usually adopted in the professional
practice, we have:
• Low level for 70% of the model’s surface having a
deviation greater than 50 mm;
• Average level when 70% of the model has a deviation value
between 20 mm and 50 mm, and 30% with a deviation
greater than 50 m;
• High level when 70% of the model has a deviation less than
20 mm, and 30% with a deviation less than 50 mm.
In the case of an inadequate Level of Accuracy, the model must
be adjusted until it meets minimum requirements, according to
an iterative process. In this regard, it is recalled how HBIM
modelling can also include NURBS surfaces or meshes imported
from other applications (Oreni et al., 2014), in order to model
complex geometrical shapes.
The model’s reliability related to its information content (LoQ)
is linked, instead, to the sources used.
In particular, we have:
• Low reliability level for the exclusive use of indirect
sources, i.e. derived from other sources, which allow only
a reconstructive hypothesis of the object;
• Average reliability level for the use of primary sources
(directly concerning the analysed architectural element) not
exhaustive, since they leave open doubts and uncertainties;
• High reliability level in the case of a modelling based on
the use of direct sources, which allow a complete
knowledge of the architectural element.
Moreover, since the model’s informative contents can be of a
profoundly different nature (historical, relating the construction
technologies, etc.), the Level of Quality concerns the individual
contents, leading to a sort of sub-reliabilities. For example, there
will be a LoQ concerning the reconstruction of previous
historical phases and one the constructive system (Figure 6).
Both Levels of Reliability of digital objects - both geometric and
inherent information attributes - are expressed with colour tones
by using visualization filters, which allow immediate
communication and comprehension.
Finally, in consideration of the gradualness of the knowledge
process of a historical building, a progressive path that persists
even during the restoration building site, this dual level of
reliability is not to be considered immutable but variable
according to the knowledge advancing.
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Figure 7: The DIKW hierarchy and the process of knowledge and
modelling of an architectural asset.
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